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The basic equations for a grade 2 material viewed as an oriented 
continuum 

M. F. BEATTY (LEXINGTON) and K. J. CHEVERTON (EAST HARTFORQ) 

THE field equations for a hyperelastic material of grade 2 are derived from a variational principle 
for an oriented, hyperelastic (Toupin) material having at each point three linearly independent 
directors. It is demonstrated that when the directors are constrained to deform with the local 
deformation of the continuum, the oriented material is equivalent to a material of grade 2; 
and on this hypothesis the basic equations are obtained from the variational principle. Although 
the development and form of the results differ from those provided by ToUPIN and others, it is 
shown that the equations derived here are equivalent to those presented elsewhere, yet the pre
sent formulation seems easier to use and interpret in familiar physical terms. 

R6wnania pola dla hiperspr~tzystego materialu stopnia 2 wyprowadzono z zasady wariacyjnej 
dla zorientowanego hiperspr~ti:ystego materialu (Toupina), posiadaj(lcego w kai:dym punkcie 
trzy liniowo niezalei:ne kierunki. Pokazano, i:e gdy kierunki te przy ograniczeniu wi~tzami od
ksztalcaj(l si~t wraz z lokaln<t deformacj(l osrodka ci<tglego, zorientowany material jest r6wno
wai:ny materialowi stopnia 2. WychodZ<tC z tej hipotezy r6wnania podstawowe otrzymano 
z zasady wariacyjnej. Chociai: metoda post~tpowania i wynik koncowy r6i:ni<t si~ od rezultat6w 
otrzymanych przez ToUPINA i innych autor6w, wykazano, i:e wyprowadzone tu r6wnania S<t 
r6wnowai:ne r6wnaniom przedstawionym w innych pracach, a ponadto wydaj(l si~ bye latwiejsze 
w zastosowaniu i interpretacji przez znane terminy fizyczne. 

YpaBHeHIIH IIOJIH ~JIH nmepyrrpyroro MaTepHana BTOpOH CTerreHH BbiBe~eHbl H3 BapHaQHOH
HOro rrpHHQHIIa ~JIH opHeHTHpOBaHHoro rHIIepyrrpyroro MaTepHana (TyrrHHa), o6na~aroiQero 
B Ka>K~OH TOlll<e TpeMH JIHHeHHO He3aBHCHMbiMH HarrpaBJieHHHMH. lloKa3aHO, 'tiTO 3TH Ha
rrpaaJieHHH, H3-3a orpaHH'tleHHH CBH3HMH, )J.\!<}:ICpMEf'YIOTCH COBMeCTHO C' JIOKa.JILHOH ~e<iJop
MaQHeH CIIJIOIIIHOH cpe~bl; OpHeHTHpOBaHHbiH MaTepHaJI 3KBHBaJieHTeH MaTepHany BTOpOH 
CTeiieHH. lfCXO~H H3 3TOH rHIIOTe3bl OCHOBHbie ypaBHeHHH IIOJIY'tleHbl H3 BapHaQHOHHOrO 
rrpHHQHrra. XoTH MeTo~ rrocryrraHHH H 3aKJIIO'tiHTeJibHbiH pe3yJibTaT OTJIH'tlaJOTCH OT pesyJib
TaTOB nonyqeHHbiX TMn:mihiM H ~pyrHMH aBTOpaMH ~oKa3aHO, 'tiTO BbiBe~eHHbie 3~ecL ypaB
HeHHH 3KBHBaJieHTHbl ypaBHeHHHM rrpe~CTaBJieHHbiM B ~pyrHX pa6oTax H KpOMe 3TOro OHH 
Ka>KyTCH 6biTb 6oJiee JierKHMH B IIpHMeHeHHH H B HHTepnpeTaQHH B H3BeCTHbiX <iJH3H'tleCKHX 
TepMHHax. 

1. Introduction 

IN 1964, TOUPIN [1] developed a deep and comprehensive general theory of hyperelastic 
materials in which couple stresses and material directors are a central consideration, his 
principal objective being to expose the basic concepts and principles of continuum me
chanics common to several mathematical models of such materials. We have observed, 
however, that nowhere in his elegant construction for materials of grade n, and specifically 
for materials of grade 2, does he relate this theory to the general developments for materials 
characterized by a set of deformable directors. Therefore, we are led to question the pos
sible connection between the director-oriented and non-simple, grade 2 continua. 

We recall that a Cosserat continuum can be characterized by a rigid director triad 
that is free to rotate relative to the local rigid rotation of the continuum, and a constrained 
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Cosserat continuum is characterized by the additional restriction that the director triad 
rotate with the local rigid body rotation of the material. Of course, in general the directors 
need not be rigid and they need not be restricted to three in number, so other interesting 
situations are conceivable. In particular, we recall that in classical molecular theories of 
elasticity of perfect crystals the directors are identified with the lattice vectors, which are 
assumed to deform with the continuum. In plastic deformation, on the other hand, it seems 
more appropriate to consider the director motion and the partic1e motion as independent, 
and thus regard an imperfect crystal as an oriented material, possibly characterized in part 
by the Burger's vector as a director measure of imperfection. Motivated by the perfect 
crystal model, we herein wish to consider the case when the director triad is constrained 
to deform with the local deformation of the continuum, whatever it may be. We show 
that a certain hyperelastic oriented continuum having this property reduces to a material 
of grade 2, and we derive the principal equations that follow from this definition. It turns 
out that our equations for materials of grade 2 assume a form different from those pro
vided by TOUPIN [1, § 10], who developed this theory along quite a different direction; 
nevertheless, we show easily that our equations are in fact equivalent to those determined 
in [1]. Therefore, we feel that our results, which seem easier to use and interpret in physical 
terms, shed considerable light upon the basis for the very elegant though deceptively 
simple assumed principle of virtual work used there, and some further remarks about 
this are provided at the end. 

2. Toupin materials 

A motion of a body ~ is defined by a mapping 

(2.1) X = x(X, t), X = x(X), 

wherein x denotes the place in the configuration x at time t that is occupied by the particle X 
whose place was X in some assigned reference configuration x initially. In addition, we shall 
assume that to each particle X three independent vector fields dJ, I = 1, 2, 3, called di
rectors, also are assigned. The director motion is similarly characterized by 

(2.2) dJ = dJ(X, t), DJ = DJ(X), 

in which DJ are initially the values of the directors in the reference configuration. 
Following TOUPIN [1], we introduce a function 

(2.3) L(X, r) = L*(X, x, dJ x, dJ, F, WJ, r) 

called the action density. Here F = Vx, W1 = VdJ, V = ofoX, r is time and the super
posed dot denotes the material time derivative. A material whose action density has the 
form (2.3) is called a hypere/astic Toupin material. The equations of motion and boundary 
conditions for such materials are obtained from Hamilton's principle in the form of the 
variational equation 

(2.4) {J J J L(X, r)dVdr+ J J (Z · bx+G1 
· bd1)dVdr 

~~ ~ ~ 

+ J J (TN · bx+H~ · bd1)dAdr- J (P · bx+Q1 
· bd1)dvl;o = 0, 

~ 0~ ~ 
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wherein f1J c ~wit}). elemental volume dV and elemental surface area dA in u, oflJ is the 
boundary of f1J with unit normal N in u, Z and G1 are certain generalized body forces, 
T N and H~ denote certain generalized surface tractions, P and Q1 are certain generalized 
momenta, and J = (t0 , t]. Neither f1J nor J are to be varied, and the variations ~x and ~d, 
are to vanish at t0 and t. In the above and all subsequent relations the diagonally repeated 
indices are to be summed over the range of three as usual. TouPIN [1] thus derives from (2.3) 
and (2.4) differential equations of the form 

(2.5a) DivE+Z = P+A, 

(2.5b) DivH1 +G1 = Q1 +B1 for allXeflJ, -r eJ, 

and natural boundary conditions of the form 

(2.6) 

where Div is the divergence operator with respect to X in u and 

(2.7a) E= 
oL* oL* 

A= 
oL* 

-a}', P= ax' ---gx ' 

(2.7b) HI=- oL* Q' = oL* B' = _ oL* 
aw1' . ' ad, · odr 

Equations (2.5)-(2.7) coincide with those derived also by GREEN and RIVLIN [2, Eqs. 
(2.15), (2.18), (2.23), (3.2)] for a slightly more special form of (2.3). Their development 
is based upon a rate of work equation, an entropy production inequality, and certain 
assumed invariance conditions. They show, based on a comparison of the structure of the 
two theories, that their earlier multipolar theory can be considered as a special case of the 
director theory in which the 3n scalar components of n director fields are identified as the 
scalar components of n multipolar deformation fields. Of course, the deformation gradients 
of this theory do not coincide with the multipolar deformations generally, and there is 
no mention in [2] of circumstances when they do. In particular, the theory of grade 2 ma
terials is not discussed there. 

3. Hyperelastic materials of grade 2 

A hyperelastic material whose response depends on no more than n material gradients 
of (2.1) is called a hyperelastic material of grade n. In particular, a hypere/astic material 
of grade 2 is characterized by the action density 

(3.1) L(X, -r) = L(X, x, x, F, F, VF, -r). 

We wish to relate (3.1) to our earlier remarks on Toupin materials. 
Let us suppose that in every motion of a hyperelastic Toupin material the directors 

behave like infinitesimal material line elements at each point of~' i.e., like the lattice vec
tors of a perfect crystal as remarked earlier. Then 

(3.2) 

5* 
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and (2.3) can be rewritten as 

L(X, r) = L*(X, x, FD1 , i, FDh F, V(FD1), r) = L(X, x, i, F, F, VF, r), 

which has the form (3.1). We thus discover that a hyperelastic Toupin material in which 
the directors are constrained to stretch and rotate in harmony with the local stretch and 
local rigid body rotation of material line elements of the continuum is a grade 2 material. 
In view of this fact we perceive, based upon (2.4), that the variational principle for hyper
elastic materials of grade 2 has the form 

(3.3) ~ J J L(X, r)dVdr + J J (Z · ~x+G · ~F)dVdr 
~& ~[JJ 

+ J J (TN · ~x+HN · ~F)dAdr- f (P · ~x+Q · ~F)dV ::o = 0, 
~a& .o;; 

wherein the action is given by (3.1) and 

(3.4) G = G1 ®D1, HN = H~®D1 , Q = Q1 ®D1 

are certain second-rank, two point tensor fields of the general formS= Sfei®Ea. These are 
called the hyper-body force, the hyper-traction, and the hyper-momentum, respectively. 
Of course, in view of (3.4) it is no longer necessary to refer to the director fields at all; 
on the other hand, equations (2.5)-(2.7) require further modification due to the constraint 
(3.2). We shall derive the differential equations and boundary conditions from (3.3). 

For the action density (3.1) we find with the help of the divergence theorem and follow
ing some lengthy calculations that our variational principle takes the form 

(3.5) j j {DivT*+Z-P*-A} · ~xdVdr+ J J {TN-T*N} · ~xdAdr 
J& ~~ 

+ J J «<l · ~FdAdr+ J {L1P-DivL1Q} · ~xdv \ :o + J L1QN · oxdA\:o = 0, 
~ iJ[JJ .rJ/ iJ,rJ/ 

wherein, for convenience, we have written 

(3.6a) T* = T-G+Q*, LiP= P*-P, L1Q = Q*-Q, 

and more permanently, by definition, 

(3.6b) ( OL . ) H= 
oL 

T =- -+D1vH - 8VF' oF ' 

(3.6c) P*=~ Q* = .oL A= 
aL 

4l = HN-HN. ox' oF' -ox' 

To finish the analysis we must recall that on 8&' the variations ox and ~F are not in
dependent, rather 

(3.7) ~F = Grad~x = Dox+D(~x)®N , 

where D denotes the normal derivative and D is the surface gradient operator [cf. 3, 4]. 
Since we may write (3.5) in terms of the independent variations ox and Dox, we can 
introduce a general two point tensor field U = Uie;®Ea, and with (3.7) we find 

U· oF= Uioxi.a = Ui(D~~.oxi+N~~.D~xi) = Da(U'f~xi)-(D~~.Ui)oxi+(UiN~~.)D(Jxi, 
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which serves also to assist the reader with our notation. We may write 

(3.8) U · ~F = D · (UT ~x)- (D · U) · ~x +(UN) · D~x, 

in which the transpose is noted as usual. In addition, N being a unit normal vector, 

(3.9) 
1 

2 o(N · N) = -BN = 0, where B = -DN 

is the symmetric SeCond fundamental form for OfJJ in X; thUS 

(3.10) 

We recall too that trB = -D · N = -DaNa. Further, for any 2-tensor V, Toupin's integral 
identity [3, 5] is given by(~) 

(3.11) J (N®D) · VTdA = J V· (B-N®NtrB)dA + J [V· (M®N)ld/, 
~ 9 w 

wherein (N ®D)· VT = NaDpVfJa and M = S x N with S denoting the usual continuous, 
unit tangent vector to the boundary edges re in X. Also, [K) denotes the jump in the entity K 
as a given point on an edge is approached from each side. Of course if ofJJ has no edges re, 
and K is smooth throughout 9, the line integral will vanish. Thus, with (3.7)-(3.10) and 
application of Toupin's integral identity (3.11) with V = N ®UT ~x, we find 

(3.12) f U · ~FdA = f (UN)· D~xdA- f {D · U + UNtrB} · ~xdA + f [UM] · ~xdl. 
~ ~ ~ . 

We now identify U =+in (3.5) and with the aid of (3.12) we determine that our varia
tional equation (3.5) has the final form 

(3.13) f f {DivT*+Z-P*-A} · ~xdVdr+ f f {TN-T*N-D· + 
J fY' J o9 

-+NtrB} · ~xdAdr+ J J (+N) · D~xdAdr+ J J [+M]· ~xdldr 
J 09 .? • 

+ J {L1P-DivL1Q} · ~xdv[;o + J L1QN · ~xdA 1;
0 

= 0. 
9 a~ 

This variational equation is to hold for all arbitrary variations ~x and D~x. By routine 
arguments we obtain for all times rE J the following differential equations and boundary 
conditions for hyperelastic materials of grade 2: 

(3.14a) DivT* +Z = P+A for all X E 9, 

(3.14b) TN=T*N+D·+, +N=O forallXE&', 

(3.14c) [+M) = 0 for all X E (~, 

(3.14d) P* = P, Q* = Q for all X E &>, 

wherein we recall (3.6a)-(3.6c). 

( 1) A general derivation of a class of integrals of the Toupin type is provided in (6]. 
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4. Reduction to Toupin's theory of grade 2 materials 

The foregoing theory is essentially equivalent to the theory developed along different 
lines by TOUPIN [1, § 10]. To see this it is necessary to assume that A = 0 in (3.6c) and 
to restrict attention to the static case for smooth bodies, so that the terms in (3.14c) 
and (3.14d) are absent from all equations. Then, in particular, it can be shown that (3.3) 
can be rewritten as 

(4.1) (}E(&J) = J F · (}xdV + J T · (}xdA + J H · D(}xdA , 
EP otP otP 

where, for correspondence with [1], we define 

(4.2) E(&J) = J WdV with W = -L(X, F, VF) 
!P 

for the total strain energy, and 

(4.3) F = Z-DivG, T = TN-D· HN-HtrB+GN, ii = HNN. 

Equation (4.1) coincides precisely with Toupin's assumed principle of virtual work in 
[1, Eq. (10.6)], and if (3.13) be cast in these terms, we could obtain the appropriate equi
librium equations and boundary conditions given in [1]. In fact, use of (4.3) in (3.14a) 
and (3.14b) and recollection of (3.6a)-(3.6c) reveals readily that the differential ~uations 
and boundary conditions (3.14) can be written 

(4.4a) DivT+F = 0 in 9, 

(4.4b) T = TN-D · (HN)-H · (N®N)trB, (HN-HN)N = 0 on a&~, 

where now the constitutive equations (3.6b) are provided by 

(4.4c) T = oW -DivH oF ' 
aw 

H = oVF. 

These are Toupin's equations for hyperelastic materials of grade 2. 

5. Euclidean invariance and balance laws 

Let us return to the theory of§ 3 and now require further, as in [l], that tle action 
density (3.1) be invariant under the group of Euclidean transformations relaing two 
motions to the same reference configuration: 

(5.1) x*(X, t*) = Rx(X, t)+a, t* = t+c, (5.1) 

in which R is a constant orthogonal tensor, a is a constant vector and c is a constant 
scalar. In view of (3.2) this transformation induces a transformation on the <irectors, 
namely 

(5.2) d1(X, T*) = Rdi (X, T). (5.2) 
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Without (3.2) it becomes necessary to include (5.2) in (5.1), as was done by TOUPIN [1]. 
It suffices to consider only infinitesimal transformations. In this case our invariance re
quirement translates as 

(5.3) (i) ~L = 0 when ~x = a, (ii) L(X, t) = L(X, t+c), 

(iii) ~L = 0 when ~x = !Jx, 

where n = R -1 is the skew symmetric, infinitesimal rigid rotation tensor. It is clear 
that (i) and (iii) are equivalent to L being invariant under all infinitesimal rigid variations 
~x = nx+a. The conditions (5.3) imply, respectively, 

(5.4a) (i) aL = o 
ax ' ( .. ) aL _ 

0 11 --· -ot ' (iii) K =KT, 

where 

(5.4b) 
aL . aL aL . aL aL 

Kii = xi-
0 1 +xi 

0
.1 +xi,a-

0 1 +xi,a-
0

.1 +xi,ap-
0 1 . 

X X X ,a X ,a X .a{J 

These constitute the grade 2 counterparts of Toupin's more general conditions on Toupin 
materials [cf. 1, § 6]. 

Bearing in mind (5.3) and (5.4), we return to (3.3) and consider the following partic
ular variations: (i) ~x = a, (ii) ~x = fJx, (iii) ~x = ex. Taking these in their turn, we 
find that (3.3) holds if, and only if, 

(5.5a) (i) ! f PdV = f TNdA+ f ZdV, 
(1/ 8(1/ (1/ 

(5.5b) (ii) ! f fJdV = f (x®TN-HNFT},tdA+ f (x®Z-GFr),tdV, 
fJ' 8(1/ fJ' 

(5.5c) (iii) ~ J Edv = J (TN · x+HN · F)dA + J cz · x+G · F)dv, 
9 89 9 

each of which must hold separately for all motions of P/'. Here the subscript A denotes 
the antisymmetric part of the tensor shown, and 

(5.6a) 

(5.6b) 

E = P · x+Q. F-L(x, x, F, F, VF), 

fJ = (x®P-QFT)..t. 

Thus, identifying P as the linear momentum, fJ as the moment of momentum and E as 
the energy, our equations are expressed in the familiar form of integral balance laws. 
With the interpretation (3.4) and the invariance (5.4) it can be shown subject to the con
straint (3.2) that the integral balance laws for Toupin materials reduce to our (5.5). 

It is also interesting to see how (5.5a) can be obtained by integration of (3.14a), as ought 
to be the case. We note that 

jDivT*dV= fT*NdA = jTNdA- fn·ctdA, 
9 89 8[J' 89 
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where we have introduced (3.14b) 1 • However, we can show with the help of (3.9) and (3.12) 
that 

f D · .Z, dA = f (.Z,M]dl- f (trB).Z,NdA. 
a~ re a~ 

Use of (3.14b)2 and (3.14c) shows at once that this integral vanishes. Thus, (5.5a) follows 
from (3.14), as asserted, when (5.4a(i) holds. Equations (5.5b)-(5.5c) can be similarly 
derived using (5.6) and (5.4a) together with (3.6) and (3.14). 

6. Closure 

We have shown that a hyperelastic Toupin material whose directors are constrained 
to follow the local deformation of the continuum at each point is a hyperelastic material 
of grade 2. Though both the director theory sketched in § 1 and the theory of grade 2 ma
terials described in§ 3 were developed in [1], and though Toupin may have perceived the 
connection we have demonstrated here by virtue of this elegant assumed form ( 4.1 ), 
herein derived from a more general variational principle, the relationships and structure 
we furnish are none the less altogether new. We see clearly that to use the conventional 
identification of body force and surface traction for F and f in the first two integrals of 
(4.1) is potentially deceiving. In fact, if this familiar interpretation is carried into (4.1), 
one must assume unnecessarily that body couples are neglected; moreover, we note too 
that nowhere in [1, § 10] are these even mentioned. But let us see where this line of thought 
may take us. Thus let us suppose that F = Z, f = T N, G = 0 and H = HN. Then, it 
is clear from our definition of the tilda quantities in ( 4.3) that this is possible, if and only 

if, D · HN+HNNtrB = 0, i.e., when and only when jHN · (Dt5x)dA = 0 for all variations t5x. 
a SI' 

None the less, in this case we shall have exactly the same form for our variational equation, 
and for our equations of motion and boundary conditions as provided by TouPIN [1, Eqs. 
(10.6)-(10.11)], i.e., (4.1)-(4.4) above! Of course, because of the special restriction on the 
hypertractions necessary for this reduction, it is evident that the classical interpretation 
is not to be assigned to F and T as described. Our equations (3.6), (3.14) and (5.5) admit 
the conventional identification implied clearly in (5.5). 

Finally, all the foregoing developments become somewhat troublesome in applications 
where spatial variables rather than material variables may prove more useful. However, 
all of the results derived here can readily be converted by using (3.2) and (3.4) in the trans
formation relations defined in [1, § 7]. 

Some applications of our equations in the proof of several theorems on materials of 
grade 2 are considered in a another paper [7]. 
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